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I would like to say you are definitely 5 stars. 
We love this academy and our son benefits so much in building his confidence, focus and 
strength from being a student here. I have had an experience visiting another karate school 
with my son - at the school I was not invited to stay to watch, even though
it was our first time at that school, and was instead encouraged to leave.  
On returning slightly early to pick him up I was asked to stand in the
changing room as my baby daughter made a sound and apparently
disrupted the class through making this sound - I was stood for
20 minutes in this changing room as the class over-ran, with nowhere
to sit, falling over students belongings that were all over the floor whilst
trying to continue to hold and keep a young child quiet so as not to be
told off and embarrassed in front of everyone again. At no point did any of
the Sensei’s come over and speak to the new parents who were there. Throughout the part 
of the class I witnessed (or heard from the changing room), the main Sensei was the only 
Sensei to speak and talked at the students for extended periods of time rather than to them 
and breaking this up with activity. 

In comparison Kaizen Do karate has always been a family friendly  
environment. I have never been made to feel that I cannot stay to watch my son in his class 
or that my daughter is an imposition whilst she is with me watching her brother. There are 
facilities for family so that we are made to feel welcome and staff are so friendly. Sensei’s 
are actively involved in talking to parents and will welcome communication with us. The 
content of the lessons are always structured and focussed whilst being appropriate to the 
age group so that the children are gaining the most they can from being there. Talking is 
specific and leads quickly to activity within a class. There are also often several Sensei’s 
available which allows a very good level of support to each student.; and each Sensei is 
encouraged to participate in teaching. Finally, it shows how much respect the students 
have for the academy in something as small as the fact the changing rooms are kept tidy; 
students are taught to look after their belongings and put them in the lockers or on the 
shelves provided .. Thankyou to you all. 
Laura Lynch, parent of George Lynch 
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My son Bobby started coming to Kaizen-Do Karate this year. He has had short focus and 
concentration span. His summer report was a great improvement in focus and concen-
tration effort. I am certain this improvement is due to the training he receives at Kaizen-Do 
Karate. He is also much fitter and enjoys the classes. 
Ken Leigh, parent of Bobby Leigh  



Our first experience of Kaizen-Do was just over 3 years ago when my eldest son was invit-
ed to his friend’s birthday party. He immediately enjoyed it and wanted to join, so he did, 
and he is now a brown belt. It has helped him with a variety of different things, such as 
respect, focus and determination. I am a firm believer in discipline and there is a big 
focus on that in karate. All of the Sensei’s are great role models for the younger students,  
being firm but fair, and they are all approachable and encouraging.
They go out of their way to help your child improve. Thanks to a
demonstration at Norden Carnival in 2016, my youngest son also got
the karate bug and joined the Academy just over a year ago.
The Sensei’s have helped him progress quickly and both my children
now thoroughly enjoy it. There is a wide variety of classes and if you
miss one, unlike with lots of other children’s activities, you can make it
up at any time. My sons and I would recommend and have recommended  
Kaizen-Do to anyone who wants to take up karate.  
Ian Almond; parent of David & Thomas Almond 

My three children Niamh, Patrick & Sean have attended sessions for a few months and they 
all really enjoy training and learning new skills. Each session builds their basic skills and al-
lows them to develop at their own pace. I would recommend this club as it is very family 
friendly. All the staff have a fantastic manner and the children feel very much that they can 
ask for help should they need it. Niamh, Patrick & Sean are motivated and encouraged by 
the staff and making progress towards their next belt. There is excellent communication 
from the club with emails, the website, letters and access to their you tube channel to sup-
port the children’s learning.  
Liz & Tony Allen, parents of Niamh, Patrick & Sean 

Fantastic, family friendly karate Academy. Our son has been going for just over a year now 
and he loves it. We go 3 times a week and he always has great lessons, the instructors are 
all brilliant and he is always learning. The improvement he has made since starting is great 
to see and the extra private lessons are well worth the money. His confidence, school 
work, concentration have all improved since starting karate. They don’t just teach 
karate, they teach important life skills too.There is always a friendly face behind the desk to 
greet you when you arrive.Would highly recommend this karate Academy.  
Louise Thompson; parent of Alfie Thompson 

I can’t recommend Kaizen-Do Karate highly enough. My son and I have
been members since June 2016 and would encourage anyone looking
to improve their physical or mental health to consider joining - Sensei
Dervish’s team of amazing instructors (notably Sensei Tom Hay, who’s spent
a lot of time with me personally and contributed greatly to my own progress)
make time to address your individual needs and make you feel part of the Academy’s
family. This should be your New Year’s Resolution.  
Steve Kuncewickz; student and parent of James Kucewickz
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Very enjoyable and plenty of fun. A brilliant environment for learning and developing 
life skills including confidence building and responsibility.  
Bea Zully, parent of Zoeya Ali  

I am just going to say a few words about this fantastic karate Academy Kaizen-Do.
I have seen so much improvement in what Nikki and Shezi have achieved since joining
in November, their knowledge of so many skills is amazing, they are constantly practising
at home and watching you tube to learn their new kata which is inspired by
Sensei Dervish’s teaching and encouragement. Nikki has asthma which has been difficult 
to control but since coming to Kaizen-Do her own confidence has improved and now 
she is able to cope with it much better. Shezi is quite a shy little boy whom we have all seen 
grow in confidence especially since moving from little ninjas to junior dragons he tries so 
hard at everything he is taught and he is on a mission to be star of the class, he has been 
unable to do a sit up until today when he mastered it and he was so proud of himself.
So from myself, Nikki and Shezi I say a big thank you to sensei Dervish and all his staff xxx
Beena Siddiqi, parents of Nikki & Shezi Siddiqi  

Since me, my son and two daughters joined Kaizen-Do Karate in June we have nothing but 
good things to say about our experience. The attention each student receives is
exceptional. With well-staffed classes and a very flexible timetable it is easy for us to find 
classes to attend that fit all of our needs. As an individual both mine and my son’s fitness
has improves, my eldest daughter has become more confident and my youngest is learning 
important focus and concentration skills. As a family we get to share in an activity that we 
can all participate in fully, whilst learning and growing together. I’d recommend  
Kaizen-Do Karate to any family with children of any age.  
Ric Wheatley, adult member and parent of Summer & Cala Wheatley

Excellent Academy. Very friendly and welcoming staff. My boys love it and have really 
come on over the past year with respect, manners and confidence. Sensei Dervish is 
the best we have seen and excellent with all students and adults.  
Kirsty Fearnehough, parents of Caiden, Kian & Kayla Fearnehough  

Fantastic patient instructors my son loves going to karate and his self confidence has 
grown since he started at Kaizen-Do Karate. Amazing place.  
Charlotte Gadsby; parent of Daniel Gadsby  

Excellent Instructors. My children’s manners, fitness, concentration have all vastly 
improved. An excellent club.  
Ste Gaunt, parent of Oliver & Toby Gaunt  
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We were a bit apprehensive at first because we didn’t know what to expect being
beginners but it’s a great karate club, all the Sensei’s are really patient, helpful and 
friendly. Me and my son love it! We’ve been going 6 months now & have moved up a few  
belts already!!  
Paul Holt, member and parent of George Holt  

When Thomas started at Kaizen-Do Karate he was a very shy sensitive little boy who lacked 
self-confidence. Over the last 9 months Thomas has become a different person. He is 
confident and has self belief, he isn’t afraid of speaking to new people or of sparring out in 
front of people. He is better behaved at home and is progressing much better at School. 
All the qualities he has gained are thanks to the dedicated staff at Kaizen-Do Karate who 
are not only passionate but care about all the children they teach. They are amazing role 
models and i couldn’t thank them enough. Due to the belief the staff have in Thomas he 
truly believes and is truly determined that one day he will achieve his black belt and maybe 
even become an instructor himself. Thank you for everything.  
Becky McCullough, parent of Thomas McCullough

All 3 of my children go to Kaizen Do, my middle son started over 2 years ago and I quickly 
saw improvements in his self-belief and confidence. My other 2 children started just over a 
year ago with the same results. Sensei Dervish and his team work tirelessly to progress the 
children, not only teaching karate - they add vital life skills into the mix also to ensure 
Kaizen-Do is more than a club. Could not recommend the Academy highly enough.  
John Knott, parent of Sam, Edward & Eve Knott 

Kai has been attending Kaizen-Do Karate for 3 years now. The dedication and
professionalism of the Sensei’s and office staff have helped him grown into a more   
confident child. It is vital that children be exposed to positive adult role models to help 
shape their future chapter. I think Kaizen-Do is and has been super for my sons physical 
emotional and intellectual development.
Rhona Taylor, parent of Kai Taylor 

My son has been a member for over 4 years and enjoys going x  
Michelle Butterworth; parent of Gethan Sykes 

Can’t recommend Kaizen-Do enough. Both my son and I attend, and
it’s helped both of us focus on way more than just breaking boards.  
Steve Kuncewicz, member and parent of James Kuncewicz 
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Kaizen-Do is the best karate place around. My son Lewis loves it there. He is more fo-
cused and  determined and has a lot more confidence in himself and has met some friends 
too. So, a massive Thank you to Sensei Dervish, Sensei Emma and Sensei Tom for giving 
Lewis your time helping him to do his best, and always being a listening ear. Thank you  
Tracey Pollard, parent of Lewis Landregan 

I don’t know why I haven’t reviewed Kaizen-Do Karate yet?
My girl has been coming here almost 12 months & she absolutely loves
it!! The change in her conference has come on leaps & bounds.It was a
tough beginning she would cry and cling on to me as she did at nursery.
All the Sensei’ s have been so patient with her & gave her support she needed to build on 
confidence encourage by team work, praise & certificate give a sense of success achieved, 
with an aim to work harder. Within weeks of starting karate, the nursery crying had stopped 
& we had a girl running in bursting to tell her teachers about karate, certificates & how 
silly the Sensei had been during the lesson. ;) September was the start of school & confi-
dence had taken a hammering & everything seemed too big or too hard but the Sensei’s 
at Kaizen-Do karate helped her through this tough time as they did in the beginning build-
ing up the confidence she lost & now what can I say? We still have wobbles, but nothing 
compared 12 months ago! Most of this is down to the Sensei’s good relationship with our 
children giving our kids a sense power of what they can achieve on their own & life skills to 
help them prepare for the big wide world & our kids are worth it!  Thank you Kaizen-Do.  
Sam Beardsley, parent of Magdalena Beardsley 

Fantastic club, have been going now for 4 years with my lad who is now 13 years old. Not 
only has his confidence grown but so have his values . All the instructors are first class and 
very caring and patient. It’s always a warm welcome and my son loves it .  
Sean Wadsworth, parent of Adam Wiggins 

Brilliant karate school. The instructors and staff are friendly and helpful. Scarlet’s confi-
dence and discipline have improved, and she loves coming to class.
Highly recommended!  
Kim Dunphy; aunty of Scarlet Falcus-Brown 

My boy has been going to karate for one year. He loves it. He’s gained so much confi-
dence and good discipline. It has really helped within school too. All the sensei’s and staff 
are very welcoming and understanding. Definitely recommend. Kay Hinchliffe; parent of 
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My little boy Dylan has been coming here for nearly 8 months now. When looking for a 
martial arts school this one was the only one I could find which offered teachings to under 
S’s which I thought was brilliant. Since joining Dylan was 3 at the time and he has come 
on leaps and bounds! From being very shy, some days we would struggle to get him on 
the mat! But his Sensei’s have always been very patient with him and disciplined, whilst 
making it a very fun environment. Now he loves it. I have noticed he usually always has the 
same instructors too which really helps at such a young age as Dylan has managed to form 
a great relationship with them. Always a welcome environment. Thankyou.
Lauren Holt, parent of Dylan Rushton 

My son Luke has been attending Kaizen-Do Karate for  2 years. We originally signed him up 
to help Luke with his  self-confidence. We have seen a huge improvement in this  as well as 
seeing him grow in other areas of his personality.  The Sensei’s have been so supportive of 
Luke through the few wobbles he has had along the way when things get tough. The Sen-
sei’s have a genuine interest in his wellbeing and Luke respects their opinion and wants 
to do well. It is not just the Sensei’s that make the Academy a success. The desk staff are 
always smiling and helpful and the place is clean! Luke often talks about becoming a Sen-
sei himself one day to follow in his mentor’s footsteps. I think this just showsthe impact that 
Kaizen-Do has had on a 10 year old’s life! I cannot recommend the Academy enough!  
Julie Barber, parent of Luke Barber 

My son loves it here. The training he’s enjoyed here has helped him enormously. I would 
have no hesitation in recommending Kaizen-Do to anybody.
John Beck, parent of Izaak Beck 

Wonderful karate Academy. Fun for all the family with excellent teachers.
Anne Ingham; parent of Harry Ingham 

A superb Academy with the best Sensei’s with more than a wealth of knowledge and  
experience. Very family friendly and extremely welcoming to all. I look forward to each 
lesson and advise anyone thinking about taking up karate, you won’t find a better  
Academy anywhere.  
Vinnie Hewitt, adult member 
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Thankyou to all the Senseis involved in helping Chloe to become all she can be and for 
helping her grow as a person.
Chloes nan

Jacob joined as a shy young man. Now having just achieved his brown belt is a confident, 
he is a happy respectful young man. Many thanks. 
Jacobs Grandad

Adam is getting so much out of Karate here at Kaizen-Do. His fitness levels are excellent, 
and this helps him in the other sporting activities that he participates in. His concentration 
levels also improved since he began at Kaizen-Do, this in turn has helped him at school 
where he enjoyed excellent SATS results.
Mr Radcliffe, parent of Adam

Oliver lacked confidence, but since joining Kaizen-Do Karate has improved a lot. He has a 
lot more self-confidence. 
Mr Lomax, parent of Oliver

Willow joined Kaizen-Do and she absolutely loves it. She would never miss a session and 
cannot wait to get there. Her focus and concentration have improved and thanks to the 
self-discipline sheets her willingness to help out at home doing jobs around the house has 
massively improved. Not only do all the Senseis teach exceptional classes but they make 
it fun too. I couldn’t recommend Kaizen-Do more!
Parent of Willow

When Oscar first started Karate we were very sceptical. He has a varied spectrum of  
behavioural difficulties and is struggling at school. Since being with Kaizen-Do he has 
come on leaps and bounds and everyone has noticed. His behaviour has improved he is 
more forth coming and trying new things and talking to new people. It really helps that the 
Senseis are all very on the ball and can identify strengths and weaknesses. Thank you so 
much from the Compstons.
Mr & Mrs Compston, Parent of Oscar
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To the Kaizen-Do Team, It’s been a pleasure to be part of the club. I wanted to say a quick 
thank you for all the tuition the Sensei’s have given to the girls, and also thank you very 
much for the bottle of wine and card. Another shout out thanks to the team on the desk too 
who are always available when I want to hassle them (haha). I’m looking forward to watch-
ing the girls progress next year and will be joining at some point too. I’m just waiting for the 
right time after my Physio has finished and might have to join a gym for a while first to work 
on my core a bit more before I get back into karate.
Jennifer Heins, parent of Sydney, Cleo & Sebastian  

Both my children, aged 6 &12 attend classes at Kaizen-Do Karate.
I can’t recommend them Highly enough. You will find they cater for all
demographics and its reflected in the people you see at the classes.
The instructors are second to none, not only in their tuition but their
attentiveness & ability to keep the attention of the youngest children in the biggest classes. 
They are keen to encourage leadership from within and often give students the opportunity 
to assist those of a lower grade. Give them a try, you won’t be disappointed.  
Parent of Amber & Lewis Eyre   

Fab experience at Kaizen do karate! My six-year-old has grown in confidence, is
listening and focusing more and school and home. He has a huge sense of pride when 
he sees the progress heis making from belt to belt and the staff team from front of house to 
the Sensei’s are friendly helpful and really encouraging. Thank you everyone!!  
Vikki Mills, parent of Oliver Mills  

I have attended another karate club in previous years myself before my girls started  
learning karate here. The first thing that stood out was that there was always someone  
present on the desk to answer queries or book my children onto the seminars and  
gradings. It really is excellent customer service! The Sensei’s are all very friendly and
approachable and make the lessons fun whilst keeping the kids focused at the same time. 
They really do take notice of each and every child and look for ways to improve their
technique. It’s also great that there are lots of FREE seminars the kids can attend on top of 
their lessons. I am hoping to return to training soon and there is no other club I would look 
at now I have experienced Kaizen-Do.  
Jennifer Heins, parent of Sydney & Cleo Heins 

We come to Karate as a family - our boys both started in Little Ninja’s and when our eld-
est was moved into Junior Dragons, we decided to give it a go too! We really enjoy the va-
riety and challenge of all the classes, and also training together as a family as we progress 
through the belts.  
Joanne Cooper, Rick Cooper and Leo and Aaron Cooper 
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Kaizen Do Karate is an incredibly professional and well organised martial arts
Academy. The teachers are all enthusiastic, knowledgeable, and friendly. I have been
attending for 12 months now, having 2 private sessions per week with Sensei Tom Hay,
who is an inspirational teacher. I also train at as many of the evening classes as possible.
The atmosphere is always welcoming, and I have made many new friends here.
Highly recommended.  
Paul Lawler; Adult member 

My daughter has been coming here for about three years she loves it . I would highly
recommend it.  
Nicholas Welden, parent of Katie Welden 

Scarlett has been coming for three weeks I can already see a
difference in her confidence at home and at nursery she loves it.  
Heather Bowker, parent of Scarlett Groves 

Sophie absolutely loves coming to Kaizen-Do.  
Her confidence, determination and concentration have improved immensely since joining 
in April 2016. She has recently gained her brown belt and is really proud of herself as am I 
and it’s all thanks to Sensei Dervish, and all of the Sensei’s hard work, effort and encourage-
ment!! It’s a fantastic place, where everyone feels welcome. 
Kate Plowman, parent of Sophie Earnshaw 

Absolutely the best decision I ever made bringing my son to Kaizen-Do karate.  
All the staff on the front desk are so friendly and helpful. The Sensei’s are all amazing and 
are so attentive and have all become massive role models in his life. My son has been com-
ing for over 18 months and I can see a massive difference in his behaviour and attitude and 
they are all teaching him some very valuable life lessons. Massive 5 out of 5!
Claire Hurst, parent of Leon Hurst 

What a Remarkable Karate Academy, this is a place that strives
for Excellence. Where Kindness and Compassion  meets Respect and
Discipline with Exceptionally Family Friendly Sensei’s and Team Members. 
It’s a Great addition to my Children’s lives and has given them Confidence,
not only at Karate but in every aspect of their life. It teaches them Respect. With so many 
other Qualities and Values that are reinforced daily. My Four Children have been attending 
for just over 2 years now with the past 6 months being full time they still love going, they 
adore and look up to all the Sensei’s. I would Highly Recommend Kaizen-Do Karate to help 
your Children with Goal Setting, Character Development and Self Defence. 
Lauren Jones; parents of Saphron, Charlie, Junior and Bella Jones



Our son has achieved 2 belts within a short space of time but more than this his
Concentration and behaviour in school has improved MASSIVELY! His self-discipline 
and control in difficult situations has improved so much we are extremely pleased with the 
ethos of the whole school and training programme
Mr & Mrs Dunkerley , Parent of Tyler

It has helped Anton with his confidence. It is good value for money and has very friendly 
staff. We can’t put a price on the LIFESKILL that our boys are learning. If they achieve their 
Black Belt, then that is truly an achievement that they will both treasure. 
Joy Camden Clarke

Ben has been a member of Kaizen-Do Karate for 2.5 years and Millie just over 12 months. In 
that time Ben has made brown belt at the age of 7 and Millie white/yellow stripe age 5. This 
Academy is a very family friendly group with brilliant staff both on the matts and behind 
the counter. Nothing is too much trouble and you know that your family are safe. If asked I 
would highly recommend Kaizen-Do to anybody.
Mr Trent 

Carter loves going to karate. He dreams of being a black belt. He is so focused and an ex-
tremely well-mannered boy and going to his classes he learns about respect and excels 
in everything he does. Kaizen-Do has added more discipline, focus and respect to my 
child. Carters knows going to his classes he will get his dream of being a black belt!
Janine Devine, Parent of Carter Devine

Joseph has recently completed his 2nd year and remains keen. Classes are always buzz-
ing, busy and full of LIFESKILL content and variety. I’ve watched his confidence grow along-
side his fitness, core strength and stamina improve. Very pleased with the Academy. 
Nicola Ashworth, Parent of Joseph 
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‘His confidence, school work, concentration,
have all improved since starting karate’

‘The change in her confidence has come leaps
& bounds’

‘He’s gained so much confidence and good
discipline’

‘When Oscar first started Karate we were very sceptical. He has 
a varied spectrum of behavioural difficulties and is struggling at 
school. Since being with Kaizen-Do he has come on leaps and 
bounds and everyone has noticed. His behaviour has improved 
he is more forth coming and trying new things and talking to new 
people. It really helps that the Senseis are all very on the ball and 
can identify strengths and weaknesses. Thank you so much.’

Call: 0773 9746 836    Call: 0800 0855 099   

KaizenDoKarate.com

Book your FREE class now!


